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ABSTRACT 

The challenge of carrier recovery for digitally phase modulated, suppressed-carrier signals has 

always been designed or researched.. CDMA systems make use of lower bit energies, instead on 

coding gain for better performance. As an additional challenge, the multiple access interference 

(MAI) permanent to (DSSS)direct-sequence spread-spectrum signalling further affectsmany carrier 

recovery methods. In this we design different PLL based models which plays an important role in 

carrier recovery and also includes implementation of Costas loop. In this paper a model of Costas 

loop based on phase locked loops have been analysed. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

An important task for a digital communications receiver is to remove any frequency and phase offsets that might 

exist between the transmitter and receiver oscillators. The method of correcting the receiver carrier oscillator 

frequency and phase to match that of the transmitted signal is referred to as carrier recovery. Carrier recovery 

creates a reference carrier from which the in phase and quadrature modulated components may be determined 

both in frequency and phase. 

In the front end of a mobile phone or radio receivers for operation in a network using DSSS signals, detection of 

a carrier frequency offset in a received pseudo noise modulated signal is performed by first noting the similarity 

between the signal that is received  with a  replica of the pseudo noise codes created inside the receiver. The 

following de-spread signal is fused over a fixed period, orstay for certain amount of of time, then run through a 

envelope detector. The integration is divided into a the fact of sub-settles, the values of which are sentacting as 

input to a Fast Fourier Transform section to generate the fact of frequency bins. The magnitude for each FFT 

frequency bin is calculated and a max value is selected. The max value and its corresponding bin number are 

saved in the  processor's memory. 

The next  code phase is tested and, depending on the search, this sequence continues until the decision algorithm 

closes the search. In one personification, the magnitude is calculated for each bin for the collected samples by 

sending the data through a filter  with one filter for each bin in the frequency dominion, then operated on by a 

decision algorithm which checks the similarity of the value to a previous threshold. After a match has been 

found and the search is terminated, approximation of the frequency balance is achieved by mean of the bin 
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indices for the highest bulk per iteration following a number of repetitions of the search process performed at 

the pseudo noise code phase at which the match was established. 

PLL’s are used in digital communication to synchronize the local oscillators in the receiver to the oscillators 

used at the transmitter end (carrier phase synchronization) or to synchronize the data clock in the receiver to the 

data clock used at the data source (symbol timing synchronization).In either case PLL can be thought of a device 

that tracks the phase and frequency of the sinusoid. A simple PLL is designed to track the phase of the input 

sinusoid and it consists of three basic components: the phase comparator, the loop filter, and the voltage or 

numerically controlled oscillator. 

II. RELATED WORK 

After going through certain amount of papers publications regarding carrier recovery for different kind of 

receivers it is important to receive the transmitted information clearly at the receiver end. Communication 

receivers usually will not be having a transmitting system with it and will have their own oscillators with 

frequency and phase offsets and certain instability. 

2.1 A research article based on carrier recovery was published which was specifically for coherent QAM 

receivers. The whole paper was about simultaneous carrier recovery for high speed coherent QAM receivers 

with appeal to optical channels. The proposed scheme includes a novel low-latency digital phase locked loop 

with a feed forward carrier recovery algorithm. The planned technique gives a reduction in the latency within 

the feedback loop of the digital phase locked loop introduced by parallel processing, while during the same 

interval it gives a bandwidth and capture range whose value are nearer to those target by a serial digital phase 

locked loops. 

2.2 A publication by Slavko Sajic based on quick carrier recovery in FHSS systems with discrete digital 

synthesis based Costas loop. The work presented in this paper introduces a realization of Costas loop based on 

(DDS), voltage control oscillators, Phase locked loops which particularly is required for a local oscillator to 

reach to a logical or consistent state. In this paper a model based on DDS and PLL has been supposed and 

analysed. Results of the analysis have attained a better performance in terms of acquisition time and the number 

of bits per unit time at low SNR ratios. 
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III. PROPOSED WORK 

3.1 Design of PLL 

 

The above diagram is a general block diagram of PLL whose major components are: the phase comparator, the 

loop filter, and the VCO. An input signal is sent in the form of a cos wave where the error that is 

obtained/generated is solely passed into the loop filter and followed by the voltage controlled oscillator whose 

output is also sent as a feedback to the phase detector for respective phase matching. This process continues 

until the phase error generated becomes zero and results in perfect matching of the input and the respective 

output from the VCO.  

The below mentioned block diagram also is just another design with an exponential input to it. 
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3.2 Design and implementation of Costas loop: 

 

The above diagram shows the implementation of the Costas loop where the received signal is sent through the 

band pass filter which is working at IF frequency. After sampling, continuous time signal is converted into an 

discrete time signal using a sampler. Here sampling rate is considered according to nyquist criteria. 

For IF to baseband conversion, the signal which is phase and frequency synchronized with transmitted carrier is 

required.  Here, numerically or voltage controlled oscillator generates two signals, 

I(t)=cos (wt+θ) 

Q (t) =sin (wt+θ) 

Where θ is the phase difference between the carrier signals coming from the input and the voltage controlled 

oscillator or the NCO . After the addition of the two signals, w is the carrier frequency of the transmitted signal. 

I1 (t) =m (t) cos (wt)*cos (wt+θ) 

I1 (t) =1/2(m (t)) [cos (wt) +cos (2wt+θ)] 

And, 

Q1 (t) =m (t) cos (wt)*sin (wt+θ) 

Q1 (t) =1/2(m (t)) [cos (wt) +sin (2wt+θ)] 

Low pass filter will eliminate high frequency components which yields, 

I 1(t) =m (t) cos (wt) 

Q1 (t) =m (t) sin (wt) 
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Hence, taking arc tangent of two phase differences yields, 

Θ (t) = tan-1(Q 1(t)/I 1(t)) 

This phase is filtered out by the loop filter which is then sent to the voltage controlled or  numerically controlled 

oscillator. Oscillator adjusts the phase and frequency and this continues till the signal is tracked on the carrier. 

3.3 Simulation  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The above graphs are the outputs of phase detector and the output of loop filter which tends to zero. 

There will be a phase ambiguity between the phases at the phase detector. 
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IV. SOFTWARE USED 

1. MATLAB software 

2. Simulink 

V. CONCLUSION 

Thus a Costas implemented PLL model was designed and simulated for various inputs which can be related to 

various applications. Design of first, second and third order filters were also performed and executed which are 

useful for various satellite applications. Case study regarding all the values were studied and implemented. 
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